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Primary School Newsletter
News
Dear all,
Fortunately we still haven’t had any positive cases of COVID in our children or staff yet and I am so
grateful for you doing all you can to support our measures at school. I was very impressed by the
exemplar socially distanced circle of parents having a quick catch up at the front of the school this
morning. Gold stickers all round.
I hope you have all seen the PTFA minutes from the AGM. Zoom meetings are always interesting but
I was so pleased that in this meeting the overriding topic of the meeting resulted in being about
kindness . That as a community we wanted to look after each other and offer help wherever we
could- I know that the PTFA are busy working on a way to gather ideas. This is very exciting and I
too wanted to remind you all, that although I am keeping my distance, (In order to be able to be
‘multi-bubble’) please contact me by phone or email (kmiles@goodrich.hereford.sch.uk) if I can
help in any way. As Lily in Robins said “we all need to just be kind to each other.”
I hope you all have a peaceful weekend and stay safe.
Best wishes
Mrs Miles

Class News

Goldcrests

This week in Goldcrest we have joined in with Nursery Rhyme Week. We have been singing old favourites and
learning new rhymes within our circle time and free play- visiting the role-play bakers to buy 5 currant buns and
exploring water whilst floating boats and finding the lost ducks. Extending our knowledge through rhyming
words starting with our names ‘Sara/Para’ and collecting objects that rhyme within Goldcrests.
Quote of the week
Body & Mind
Wow play!
Words of the Week
Some of the Nursery
Rhymes we have been
singing this week.

When we couldn’t see the
cat Gabriel explained
“because he’s green and
the grass is green, that’s
why we can’t see him
because his camouflage.”

Anisia moved the
magnetic numbers to
match the ones written
on the chalk board.

5 Little Ducks
Old McDonald
Wheels on the Bus
5 Little Monkeys
5 little speckled Frogs

Wrens

Exploring the green space
getting to know our local
environment.
Wrens have been inspired by John Constable and have been practising how to look carefully when
sketching the wonderful view from our school. We have also been exploring the different materials
that objects are made from. In RE, we have been thinking about people that are special to us and
have drawn some super portraits. We have also been learning and using new letter sounds when
reading and writing. We have been thinking about the number six and practising how to count in
multiples of 2, 5 and 10.
Words of the
Quote of the week
Body & Mind
Wow play!
Week
When asked why he
thought John
Constable had
painted ‘The Hay
Wain’, Ezra
commented that
Constable loved his
daddy so wanted to
paint a picture for
him.

In our dance sessions, we
have been great at
exploring different shapes
and movements to express
our ideas.

greatest
glisten
double
participate
connect

Class
Superstars

Jessica
Juniper

We have been busy
creating.
Last week we had lots of fun making a jam sandwich and writing some bossy instructions for a
friend! In maths we have been counting objects in groups of 2, we have been looking at the
hundred square and noticing if there is a pattern. In art we have been learning about tone and
using white and black to change the tone of a colour to make it lighter or darker. This week has
been ‘Anti-bullying week’ and we have been thinking about ‘speak out, stay safe.’ The children have
made posters and thought about what it means to be a good friend. In science we have been
exploring changing shape with different materials.
Words of the Week
Quote of the week
Body & Mind
Wow work!
Robins

Maggie
Matthew

Trudge
Crunchy
Yawn
Argue
Guest

Lily said “we all need
to just be kind to each
other”
A fabulous poster to say
‘speak out, stay safe’
during our anti-bullying
week.

Super maths - Andrei
counting in 2’s

Woodpeckers

This week, Woodpeckers have been doing lots of work in PSHE about ‘Anti-Bullying Week’. We have
recapped our work from the beginning of term and if we have a worry to talk to a trusted adult to
‘Speak Out, Stay Safe’. We have also made posters to show how to be kind and a good friend to
others. In Maths, Woodpeckers have been using the column method to solve addition and
subtraction (including exchanging) to solve problems. In English, we have been looking at different
descriptions from different authors to make a toolkit about what makes a good description. We
have used our toolkits to learn all about similes and sentences of three to help write a description
about a character and setting. In History, we have been finding out about the River Nile and why it
was so important during Ancient Egyptian times for food and farming. In Art, our new theme is ‘Art
Deco’, we have sketched different patterns and letters from the 1920s/30s to make a title page and
used geometric shapes to design a stained glass window.
Quote of the week

Emilia said, “We
should talk about our
worries so they don’t
grow and grow.
Talking about them
helps them get
smaller”.

Body & Mind

Forest School Fun –
Climbing and Swinging on
our very own tree swings.

Wow work!

Words of the
Week

Holly
Liam
Maddisynne

parade
indulge
ignite
acquire
hazardous
A wonderful Art Deco
themed title page.

In maths this week we have been learning to solve tricky subtraction problems. In science we have
been learning about how the Earth rotates on it’s axis and how it orbits the sun and the consequences
of these movements. In History, we have been learning about the importance of the River Nile during
Ancient Egyptian times. In English, we have been learning about conjunctions (co-ordinating and subordinating) and we have been using these to join our ideas together in order to write a fantasy setting
description.

Owls

Quote of the week

After Florence
explained how we get
day and night during
our science lesson,
Delphi said, ‘I liked
the way that Florence
used lots of fronted
adverbials in her
explanations because
we have been
learning about them
in English.’

Body & Mind

Wow work!

Words of the
Week

Stefan used the motors
from an old remote
control car to make his
own helicopter at home.
He brought it in and
explained how he made it

Huxley
Noah
Alisha
Florence
Jessie
Elisha

brunch
occasionally
imagined
imagination
relinquished

This week has been anitbullying week and the
children made some lovely
posters and discussed their
thoughts and feelings well.

to the class…. it was
amazing!

Peregrines

In Maths, we have been solving problems involving multiplication and division. In English, we have
been focusing on reading comprehension, in particular- inference. We have been using pictures to
infer information. In History, we have been creating our own timeline to plot significant events from
the Victorian era and in Science we have started our new theme - Healthy Bodies - and we have been
looking at the how science ideas were tested in the past and how this has contributed to our
knowledge of a balanced diet. As a class, we are continuing to enjoy our meditation and sketchbook
session as well as playing team games in P.E.
Words of the
Quote of the week
Body & Mind
Wow work!
Week
An important message
from Brooke: “Tell
someone about your
worries, so you can be
safe, like your parents,
grandparents, siblings,
cousins or contact the
NSPCC because they
will help you solve your
problems.”
Ava’s quote: “Kindness
is free, so sprinkle it
everywhere.”

Headteacher
Award

Dottie
Brooke
Ollie
Jaylen

This week has been
Anti-bullying and Staying
Safe week. We watched a
video from the NSPCC and
we then made some
posters to convey
important messages we
felt needed to be shared.

infruriate
reputation
empire
deficiencies
characteristics
Hannah’s super timeline
of the Victorian era.

Arthur & Elliot

-for amazing teamwork and beautiful
singing

What’s Going On? (Please see ourschoolsapp.com for further information)
Forest School
25/11/20
26/11/20
2/12/20
3/12/20
9/12/20
10/12/20
16/12/20
17/12/20

Owls
Robins
Peregrines
Wrens
Woodpeckers
Robins
Owls
Wrens

Twitter Snapshot
@GoodrichCESch

Celebration Worship

Unfortunately no
family celebrations at
the moment.

Other Dates
7/12/20
8/12/20
16/12/20
17/12/20
18/12/20
18/12/20
5/01/21

Reminders
Please make sure you have
completed and returned your
permission slip about the
Christmas production. We only
have a few outstanding.
Layer your children up for school
as the weather gets colder. We
are going out as much as
possible.
Please include (named) jogging
bottoms in PE kits.

Flu Immunisations
Hearing Tests Yrs 1 & 2
Christmas Dinner Day
Remote Carol Service
Party & Panto Day
Last Day of Autumn Term
First Day of Spring Term

Coming Soon/ PTFA

